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30 minute differentiated respiratory system review

Center 1
PART 1: Using the vocabulary sheet provided, create a
cluster map Rules: Everyone start with the word:
respiratory system. Center and circle it in the middle of
your paper. Using the vocab sheet, think of words that
connect and circle, continuing to look and find relationships.
PART 2: When complete, teacher will check for accuracy.
Using the computer station, complete the DE Respiratory
Assignment.
1. Click on Explore, explain, and elaborate tabs to preview
the various video segments and read the articles.
2. Click on evaluate tab to complete the
S- assessment

For Example:
respiratory system
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Center 2
No Cool Camel- After reading the article
Hazardous to your Health you may....
Option 1- Create a blog to the cigarette company
criticizing how their products specifically
damages the respiratory system (be sure to
include information regarding specific parts
damaged due to smoking), and why they should not
target minors.
Option 2- Create a blog inferring how water vapor
cigarettes 'do not' harm the respiratory system.
(Be sure to include information regarding specific
parts 'not-damaged' due to smoking.)
Technology allowed
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Center 3
The Amazing Journey of Captain Oxygen
Option 1. Healthy Comics just hired you as a new comic strip writer and
artist! Using information regarding the respiratory system (including all
parts), you are going to write and illustrate (with color) a comic strip
about Captain Oxygen. Captain Oxygen is a courageous and daring
oxygen molecule traveling through the respiratory system. Your editors
at Healthy Comics will be checking for accurate information and
creativity... a clear description of how the respiratory system works
and also helps the body maintain homeostasis.
Option 2. Imagine Captain Oxygen entered a body with asthma. After
checking out information on the respiratory system, discuss how his
journey might be affected, especially during an asthma flare-up.
Option 3. Captain Oxygen and his fellow oxygen molecules can't make
their way to cells throughout the body without the help of other body
systems. Discuss the other body systems that play a role in breathing
and explain why they're important.
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